Comparative analysis of neuropeptide cleavage sites in human, mouse, rat, and cattle.
Neuropeptides are an important class of signaling molecules that result from complex and variable posttranslational processing of precursor proteins and thus are difficult to identify based solely on genomic information. Bioinformatics prediction of precursor cleavage sites can support effective biochemical characterization of neuropeptides. Neuropeptide cleavage models were developed using comprehensive human, mouse, rat, and cattle precursor data sets and used to compare predicted neuropeptide processing across these species. Logistic regression and artificial neural network models were used to predict cleavages based on amino acid and physiochemical properties of amino acids at precursor sequence locations proximal to cleavage. Correct cleavage classification rates across species and models ranged from 85% to 100%, suggesting that amino acid and amino acid properties have major impact on the probability of cleavage and that these factors have comparable effects in human, mouse, rat, and cattle. The variable accuracy of each species-specific model to predict cleavage sites indicated that there are species- and precursor-specific processing patterns. Prediction of mouse cleavages using rat models was highly accurate, yet the reverse was not observed. Sensitivity and specificity revealed that logistic models are well suited to maximize the rate of true noncleavage predictions with moderate rates of true cleavage predictions; meanwhile, artificial neural networks maximize the rate of true cleavage predictions with moderate to low true noncleavage predictions. Logistic models also provided insights into the strength of the amino acid associations with cleavage. Prediction of neuropeptide cleavage sites using human, mouse, rat, and cattle models are available at http://www.neuroproteomics.scs.uiuc.edu/neuropred.html .